
Client Questionnaire  
Virtual Styling Services
Date*:

First Name:

Last Name:

Email (order preference):

General Information

State of Residence:

Occupation:

Corporate Fashionista
Virtual Styling Services

Kristina Moore, founder
www.corporatefashionista.com

Phone (just in case!):

Personal Stats

Eye Color

Hair Color

Skin Tone

Ethnicity

Age

Height

Weight

Other Sizing Stats

Bust-Waist-Hips*

Inseam

Bra size

Ring size

Sizing Information 

Tops

General Sizing

Pants

Jeans

Skirts

Dresses

Belt (S-M-L)

Shoes - flats

Option A (item) - $29.95

Option B (outfit) - $39.95

Option C (outfit + item) - $59.95

Did you submit photos with this Questionnaire?

*Important measurement especially if you are 
  not including any photos.  How to measure 
  Bust-Waist-Hips (ie. 34-29-36): place a measuring 
  tape over the fullest part of the bust around the 
  chest, the smallest part of the natural waist and 
  the widest part around the hips.  Scroll mouse over 
  measurement input box to view further directions.
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Check one: Personal Information 

*Note:  Returning VSS clients need to input only date, name, option and any updated information

Wrist size

Shoes - heels



++++Fill out for Option A or Option C (item portion) only++++

If you checked Option A (item), please complete the following item questionnaire.  If you checked Option C (item + outfit), please also complete this 
form for your extra item.  Scroll down to next form if you checked Option B (outfit) or to complete the outfit portion of Option C.

Sportswear

Intimates

Bathing Suit

Suiting

Jackets

Skirt

Pants

Top

Dress

Clothes 

Check one relevant category and then choose 1 item from the related drop down menu:

Flat

Sport

Boots

Mid Heel

High Heel

Shoes 

Other accessories

Other Accessories

Jewelry

Jewelry

Handbag

Handbags

Please note any further item SPECIFICATIONS that were 
not addressed above in the drop down menus (eg. white 
collarless button-down 3/4-length sleeve blouse or wide-
leg mid-rise dark wash jeans or jeweled thong flat 
sandals)?:

Is there a definite date that you need this outfit?  
(Standard delivery time for retail links provided by us is 
two business days.) :

Respond to relevant questions below to provide further details to assist stylist:
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What is your budget range for this item? Is there a particular occasion for this item (eg. friend's 
wedding, business engagement, general work or 
weekend attire)?:

Please note details here if this  item is meant to go with 
something you specifically already own.   Feel free to  
provide photographs:

If necessary, expand on use of item (ie. have to sit for 
long periods of time, have to walk a lot, have to 
frequently bend or reach):

Are there any specific undesirable features for this item 
(eg. sleeveless, pink color, satchel handbags)?:

How would you describe your general body shape (ie. 
hourglass, pear-shaped, athletic, etc.):

$50-$100

$101-$199

$200-$299

$300-$399

$400-$499

$500-$999

$25-$49

Note any previous challenges with adding this item to 
your wardrobe (eg. buttons gape due to large bust size 
vs. waist size, waist gaps due to proportion to hip size or 
wide feet relative to general sizing guidelines)?:

List any specific physical features you would like to 
highlight (ie. décolleté, calves, eyes, back or shoulders):

Are there general apparel features that undoubtedly 
don't appeal to you that relate to this search (eg. specific 
fabrics, noisy bangle bracelets, thong sandals)?: 

Is there a particular celebrity that you identify with or 
admire in personal style?  Or, is there a genre that 
attracts you?:

$1000+
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List any physical challenges that effect your wardrobe 
choices (eg. tend to run hot or cold, feet bunions, 
difficulty with back vs. side zippers, tight fitting 
necklines (turtlenecks) are uncomfortable, scarring on 
the arms or legs that make you self-conscious):

What are the general weather conditions that will be 
active while you wear this item?:

Where did you hear about Corporate Fashionista?:

Please note any further details that you think might be helpful in fulfilling your request:

Send in preferred (but optional) snapshots that you think would provide 
important details that you want acknowledged and you are all done!  No 
shopping on the run between work and home, no disappointments or having to 
"live with it" when you get it home!  And lots of time freed up to spend on 
personal improvement or with important friends and family.  People will 
wonder how you found time to look so fabulous at your next occasion. 
  
Thank you for letting us provide you with your absolute best "fashion fix"! 
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Please provide a general overall description of the type 
of outfit you would like created and searched for by the 
stylist to unite responses from the menus above  (ie. suit, 
shoes and handbag for an interview at a large bank for a 
senior level position):

Is there a definite date that you need this outfit?  
(Standard delivery time for retail links provided by us is 
two business days.) :

Check relevant categories and then choose in total 3 items from the drop down menus:

Please fill out the following form if you checked Option B (outfit) or if you checked Option C (outfit  portion of your 
request):

++++Fill out for Option B or Option C (outfit portion) only++++

Skirt

Intimates

Sportswear

Bathing Suit

Suiting

Jackets

Pants

Top

Dress

Clothes 

Flat

Sport

Boots

Mid Heel

High Heel

Shoes 

Jewelry

Jewelry

Other accessories

Other Accessories

Handbag

Handbags

Respond to relevant questions below to provide further details to assist stylist:
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Are there any specific preferences for aspects of this 
outfit (eg. short sleeves, chandelier earrings or color)?:

Are there any specific undesirable features for the items 
within this outfit (eg. sleeveless, pink color, satchel 
handbags)?:

How would you describe your general body shape (ie. 
hourglass, pear-shaped, athletic, etc.)?:

Note any previous challenges with adding this outfit to 
your wardrobe (eg. time constraints, can never find 
anything you like, don't know what will look good on 
you)?:

List any specific physical features you would like to 
highlight (ie. décolleté, calves, eyes, back or shoulders):

Are there general apparel features that undoubtedly 
don't appeal to you that relate to this search (eg. specific 
fabrics, noisy bangle bracelets, thong sandals)?:

What is your budget range per category within the 
outfit?  Select from relevant drop down menus:

What is the occasion and setting (eg. major cities' cook 
book promotional tour, casual villa in Italy mother-of-
the-bride dress, hot summer weekend wear.  Note even if 
none of the above, let yourself dress as if your dream job 
or activity is inspiring your wardrobe plan )?: 

Clothes

Shoes

Handbag

Jewelry

Other Accessories

Is there a particular celebrity that you identify with or 
admire in personal style?  Or, is there a genre that 
attracts you?:

If necessary, expand on use of item (ie. have to sit for 
long periods of time, have to walk a lot, have to 
frequently bend or reach):
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Where did you hear about Corporate Fashionista?:

Please note any further details that you think might be helpful in fulfilling your request:

Send in preferred (but optional) snapshots that you think would provide 
important details that you want acknowledged and you are all done!  No 
shopping on the run between work and home, no disappointments or having to 
"live with it" when you get it home!  And lots of time freed up to spend on 
personal improvement or with important friends and family.  People will 
wonder how you found time to look so fabulous at your next occasion. 
  
Thank you for letting us provide you with your absolute best "fashion fix"! 
   

What are the general weather conditions that will be 
active while you wear this item?:

List any physical challenges that effect your wardrobe 
choices (eg. tend to run hot or cold, feet bunions, 
difficulty with back vs. side zippers, tight fitting 
necklines (turtlenecks) are uncomfortable, scarring on 
the arms or legs that make you self-conscious):
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Client Questionnaire 
Virtual Styling Services
General Information
C:\Documents and Settings\kristina\My Documents\Bus - MKTG\Blog\newslettervsslogo.jpg
Corporate Fashionista
Virtual Styling Services
Kristina Moore, founder
www.corporatefashionista.com
Personal Stats
Eye Color
Hair Color
Skin Tone
Ethnicity
Age
Height
Weight
Other Sizing Stats
Bust-Waist-Hips*
HOW TO MEASURE YOUR BUST-WAIST-HIPS (ie. 34-29-36): BustMeasure the bust line at the fullest part of your chest. Stand naturally withyour heels together and arms resting by the side of your body. Positionthe tape so that it covers the widest part of the back and the fullest partof the chest.WaistPlace your hands at your natural waistline. This is where the tape shouldbe positioned. If you can not find your natural waist, stand with your feetslightly apart and bend to the side. Where your waist creases is thenatural waist.HipsStand naturally with your heels together in a relaxed pose. Measure withthe tape around the fullest part of the hips. Do not pull the tape tight.
Inseam
HOW TO MEASURE YOUR INSEAM:  To measure "inseam", stand up straight with his legs slightly apart or take a pair of pants and fold them in half. Using measuring tape, measure from just below the crotch to the bottom of the ankle or to the hem of the pant. Record the length in inches; this is the "inseam".
Bra size
HAVE YOU HAD A RECENT PROFESSIONAL BRA FITTING?:  If you haven't been professionally fitted for a bra I urge you to do so.  It can make a world of difference in the way clothes fit you and how you feel in them!
Ring size
HOW TO FIND YOUR RING SIZE:  Cut a strip of paper several inches long, similar in width to the ring you are ordering. Wrap the strip around your finger. Mark the place where the paper meets. With your ruler, measure the distance between the mark you have made and the beginning edge of the paper. Refer to the chart below:  Length     Ring Size2-1/8”	52-1/4”	62-3/8”	72-1/2”	82-11/16”	92-13/16”	102-15/16”	113-3/16”	12
Sizing Information 
Tops
General Sizing
Pants
Jeans
Skirts
Dresses
Belt (S-M-L)
Shoes - flats
*Important measurement especially if you are
  not including any photos.  How to measure
  Bust-Waist-Hips (ie. 34-29-36): place a measuring
  tape over the fullest part of the bust around the
  chest, the smallest part of the natural waist and
  the widest part around the hips.  Scroll mouse over
  measurement input box to view further directions.
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Check one:
Personal Information 
*Note:  Returning VSS clients need to input only date, name, option and any updated information
Wrist size
Please note if you have an extra small or extra large wrist size if you are requesting any bracelets
Shoes - heels
Customer Satisfaction Survey
Adobe LiveCycle Designer Template
8.0.1291.1.339988.312421
++++Fill out for Option A or Option C (item portion) only++++
If you checked Option A (item), please complete the following item questionnaire.  If you checked Option C (item + outfit), please also complete this form for your extra item.  Scroll down to next form if you checked Option B (outfit) or to complete the outfit portion of Option C.
Check one relevant category and then choose 1 item from the related drop down menu:
Respond to relevant questions below to provide further details to assist stylist:
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Send in preferred (but optional) snapshots that you think would provide important details that you want acknowledged and you are all done!  No shopping on the run between work and home, no disappointments or having to "live with it" when you get it home!  And lots of time freed up to spend on personal improvement or with important friends and family.  People will wonder how you found time to look so fabulous at your next occasion.
 
Thank you for letting us provide you with your absolute best "fashion fix"!
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Check relevant categories and then choose in total 3 items from the drop down menus:
Please fill out the following form if you checked Option B (outfit) or if you checked Option C (outfit  portion of your request):
++++Fill out for Option B or Option C (outfit portion) only++++
Respond to relevant questions below to provide further details to assist stylist:
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Send in preferred (but optional) snapshots that you think would provide important details that you want acknowledged and you are all done!  No shopping on the run between work and home, no disappointments or having to "live with it" when you get it home!  And lots of time freed up to spend on personal improvement or with important friends and family.  People will wonder how you found time to look so fabulous at your next occasion.
 
Thank you for letting us provide you with your absolute best "fashion fix"!
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